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A
ctive optical modulators working in
the terahertz (THz) region represent
a key element for many applications

continuously developing in this frequency
range such as sensing, optical communica-
tions, and security scanning.1,2 State of the
art THz technology spans a diverse range,
from methods for generating broad-
band radiation used in the time-domain-
spectroscopy (TDS) field to complementary,
compact solid state lasers such as quantum
cascade lasers (QCLs). All these different
research areas require fast, compact, and
active amplitude/phase modulators as well
as fast detectors in order to exploit their full
potential. Moreover, the integration of de-
vices that are capable of manipulating THz
radiation with QCL sources is a key require-
ment for active control applications, such as
beam steering or frequency locking. Meta-
materials, such as split-ring resonators (SRR),
offer the possibility to design and manipu-
late the electromagnetic properties of the
materials, thus compensating for their poor
response in this frequency range. Split-ring
arrays, yielding broad resonances that can

be easily tuned in frequency by varying their
dimensions, have already been successfully
employed in the THz range.3�5 By biasing
metallic split rings with respect to an nþ

GaAs substrate, an amplitude/phase mod-
ulation was achieved at THz frequencies.
Here, we develop this concept further,

by introducing a graphene monolayer, in-
tegrated below the split ring array in the
device architecture. There is a vast literature
regarding graphene and its peculiar elec-
tronic properties, described in detail
elsewhere.6�8 Due to the high confinement
that can be achieved in graphene,9�12 this
material is of particular interest in the field
of plasmonics.13 This opens up new oppor-
tunities in fast modulation and, together
with the greater ease of tuning the material
properties over conventional semiconduc-
tor material, makes graphene an ideal
candidate for designing optoelectronic de-
vices in the THz frequency range. Lately, the
possibility of using graphene as the key
element in active/passive THz optical mod-
ulators and optoelectronic devices has been
reported in several articles. The experiments
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ABSTRACT Split-ring resonators represent the ideal route to achieve optical control of the

incident light at THz frequencies. These subwavelength metamaterial elements exhibit broad

resonances that can be easily tuned lithographically. We have realized a design based on the

interplay between the resonances of metallic split rings and the electronic properties of monolayer

graphene integrated in a single device. By varying the major carrier concentration of graphene, an

active modulation of the optical intensity was achieved in the frequency range between 2.2 and

3.1 THz, achieving a maximum modulation depth of 18%, with a bias as low as 0.5 V.
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presented in refs 14 and 15 are based on an architec-
ture similar to a Fabry�Perot cavity, where the mod-
ulation of the graphene sheet conductivity results in
a change of the optical absorption/reflection of the
device. This approach yields a high modulation depth
(64%), but it is notoptimal inefficient voltagemodulation,
since it requires a 30 V bias. Furthermore, such a high
modulation depth is obtained by acting on the total
device thickness, which being fixed cannot support
modulation of different frequencies at the same time.
The implementation of metamaterial elements capable
of enhancing the interaction between a graphene layer
and the resonances artificially engineered on top of
the material has proven to be a further step toward the
integration of such hybrid devices for the realization
of a compact, room-temperature, fast, tunable optical
modulation.16,17 A modulator device based on metame-
tarial (SRR) and graphene has been recently realized18

reporting amodulation depth of 11.5%, corresponding to
an applied bias of 10.6 V. Here we provide amore flexible
approach to tunability, due to the integration of different
frequency-independent resonant arrays and a more effi-
cient voltage modulation, due to the implementation
of a top-gated architecture than in this reported work.
A top-gate architecture can readily realize an inte-

grated device that could easily be employed as an

amplitude/phase modulator in a selective frequency
range, based on the interplay between split-ring arrays
and a graphene monolayer, where the bias is applied
through the split rings themselves, thus acting as top
gate. This results in a higher maximum modulation
depth, of about 18%, with a much lower bias voltage
of less than 1 V, an order of magnitude smaller than
the results presented in refs 14 and 18. Furthermore,
it is important to stress that the implementation of the
conventional bottomgate by using the pþ Si-substrate,
for setting the working point, and of a top gate, for
modulation, paves the way to the realization of an
efficient detection and/or imaging system, based on
the interplay between graphene andmetamaterial res-
onances. Since we also target the realization of optical
modulation of THz QCLs, we designed our device with
multiple, independently biased resonances, spanning
the favorable frequency range for QCLs between 2 and
3 THz. We tested our system with a THz-TDS system
based on photoconductive antennas, and the broad
and evident resonances were tuned by acting on the
doping level of the graphene layer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A schematic of the final device is presented in
Figure 1a, with the fabrication details reported in the

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a split-ring array coupled to graphene with a SiO2 buffering layer. The graphenemonolayer is
deposited via CVD on top of a Si/SiO2 chip. Graphene arrays with an area of 1 mm2 each were defined by using optical
lithography and oxygen plasma etching. A 35 nm oxide buffering layer separates the graphene from the metal SRR. The split
rings,which are all contacted, are thendefinedbye-beam lithography, Ti/Au10/80nmdeposition, and lift off. (a)Wemonitored
the reflected power from the top and back sample surfaces at different bias VTG of the split-ring arrays with respect to the
graphene monolayer. (b) Scanning electronmicroscope picture of an SRR: the metal width ratio to SRR side length awas kept
fixed at 0.1; the d/a, c/a, and b/a ratios were 1.75, 0.36, and 0.10, respectively. The side a varied among the different arrays,
assuming the values of 20, 22, 24, and 26 μm. (c) Simulation of the split-ring resonance done using the commercial software
Comsol Multiphysics. The LC resonance presents maximum E-field enhancement in the capacitor gap in resonance.
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Methods section. The split-ring arrays were designed
such that the resonances could continuously match
the spectral range covered by QCL emission, between
2 and 3 THz. The split-ring dimensions were varied
among the different arrays, in order to achieve a
spacing in frequency of the individual resonances of
about 250 GHz from 2.2 THz to 3.1 THz. Particularly,
the resonator dimensions, normalized to the side a

(a scanning electron microscope picture of a SRR,
together with the main fabrication parameters, is pre-
sented in Figure 1b), were kept fixed among the
different arrays while the SRR side length assumed
the values 20�22�24�26 μm, corresponding to a
frequency of 3.1�2.75�2.5�2.2 THz, respectively.
Our target is the LC resonance, arising from the cou-
pling of the inductance, which is given by the arms of
the SRR, and the capacitance, which is mainly deter-
mined by the split gap (b). This resonance, which is
excited by a component of the incident THz E-field
perpendicular to the capacitor element, has a max-
imumpower concentration in the gap, as calculated by
Comsol Multiphysics v. 4.3 and shown in Figure 1c.

Measurements and Simulations. The first step involved
the characterization of the patterned graphene area.
The resistance between source and drain was mon-
itored at different back-gate biases, using Keithley
voltage sources (models 2400 and 236), while the
top-gate was kept unbiased. The current passing
through the source and drain pads was kept below
10 μA. The results, as shown in Figure 2 for the array
with a = 22 μm, present the charge neutrality point
(CNP) for negative biases around�6 V. It is remarkable
that similar values are also shown by the other split-
ring arrays, exhibiting CNPs between �6 and �4 V,
consistently reproducible after months. The CNP along
with the SiO2 thickness and permittivity allowed us
to work out the zero-bias doping density, using a

standard parallel plate capacitormodel. This was found
to vary between 2.8 � 1011 and 4.3 � 1011 cm�2,
assuming 3.85 for the relative dielectric constant of
the SiO2 layer and 300 nm for its thickness. A negative
CNP is compatible with n-doped graphene. This
shift from the expected p-doping of the CVD graphene
was attributed to both the interaction between the
graphene sheet and the Ti metal of the pads19 and
the thermal curing of FOX-2 resist.20 The consistent
reproducibility of the CNP value can be attributed to
the buffer layer preventing any significant addition
of charge impurities. The devices were tested with a
commercially available THz pulsed imaging system,
Imaga 2000 from Teraview (Cambridge, UK), based
on biased photoconductive antennas.21 The sample
was illuminated by a focused spot size of about
200 μm2 at an incidence angle of 30� to the normal.
The reflected light from the split-ring arrays was mon-
itored at different back-gate biases with the polariza-
tion fixed along the split-ring gap. The reflected electric
field was recorded at different spatial coordinates with
a step size of 100 μm, by keeping the SRR arrays always
in the focus of the TDS system. Figure 3 presents the
maximum reflected E-field registered at different posi-
tions of the 2 � 2 array in the sample, thus yielding
a THz map of the whole device. The four different

Figure 2. Graphene sheet resistivity between source and
drain of the a = 22 μmsplit-ring array, measured at different
back-gate voltages. The CNP is observed at a back-gate bias
of�6 V, yielding a maximum resistance of 150 kΩ, which is
compatible with top-gated22 n-doped graphene. Different
arrays exhibit similar plots with slightly different CNPs
and Fsmax corresponding to biases between �6 and �4 V,
characteristic of n-doped graphene.

Figure 3. Maximum E-field signal reflected, recorded at
different sample positions. The sample was kept in the
focus of the system, and the minimum linear step size
corresponds to 100 μm. Each pixel corresponds, as shown
in the inset, to a complex waveform. It is possible to clearly
distinguish (1) the reflection from the first surface and (2) a
second reflection from the bottom surface.
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split-rings arrays are distinguishable together with
the source and drain metallic pads. Each pixel yields,
as shown in Figure 3, the reflected E-field, composed
of two pulses corresponding to (1) the reflection from
the sample front surface and (2) the reflection from the
back surface. Since these two waveforms are quite
distinct, truncationwould not result in a significant loss
of information. After having operated a fast Fourier
transform on each reflection, we obtained two spectra.
One obtained from the first pulse corresponds to the
reflection, while the second one is proportional to the
transmission from the split-ring arrays. The spectrum
proportional to transmission is noiser, due to the
multiple reflections and weaker signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure 4 presents the normalized (to a signal reflected
from a metallic feature) power corresponding to the
top (a) and back (b) reflected waveforms similar to (1)
and (2) of Figure 3. All these measurements have been
recorded by keeping VTG = VBG = 0. The different
arrays, identified by the square side length a, present
broad resonances varying from 2.25 to 3.1 THz, thus
covering the sweet frequency spot of QCLs, with a
fwhm of ∼500 GHz, separated by ∼250 GHz, in good
agreement with the simulations. Although the back-
reflected signals are noiser, because of the roughness
of the back surface, as well as reflections from the

interfaces of different material layers, a remarkable
match was observed between the minimum values
proportional to the transmission and the peaks arising
from the top reflection. The reflection curves presented
in Figure 4 are representative of each array. It is worth
stressing again that the THz spot of ∼200 μm was
illuminating an area covered by about 5� 5f 7� 7 SR
elements (corresponding to a = 26 μm f 20 μm).
Therefore, from the measurements of Figure 3 we
could infer the electromagnetic response of ∼25 in-
dependent areas, within the single 1� 1 mm2 pattern.
Those measurements exhibit resonances that differ
within 100 GHz, yielding a reproducibility that is larger
than the frequency shift observed in the other patterns
with different a value. These resonances were identi-
fied as the LC resonances of the split rings, arising
from the cancellation of the currents passing through
the inductive arms of the split rings and having the
maximum electric field enhancement in the capacitor
gap. The so-called dipole resonance, characterized by
having the maximum in the inductive part of the split
rings, lies outside of the spectral content of the THz
pulses. By rotating the polarization by 90� (rotating the
sample) and performing similar measurements, we did
not observe any resonances, as expected, since the
only resonance mode (dipole) that could be excited
with this polarization lies outside of the frequency
range monitored. Changing the major carrier concen-
tration of the graphene along the Dirac cone and
depleting the charges below the split rings indirectly
yields an active control over the optical intensity of the
incident light, because of the overlap between the
graphene and the plasmonic mode of the resonant
elements. Themeasurements presented in Figure 2 are
fundamental since they not only give us insight into
the doping of the graphene monolayer but also pro-
vide us with a picture of the voltage-induced changes
in the major carrier concentration. In fact, such a
characterization cannot be achieved by biasing the
top gate (top contact/SRR arrays), since it cannot yield a
uniform voltage-induced charge modification over the
whole graphene area. Furthermore, the reproducibility
of the plot presented in Figure 2 was considered a
measure of the stability of the graphene monolayer
during all the measurements. A voltage span of about
20 V was needed in order to clearly identify the Dirac
point (approximately corresponding to �5 V) and to
observe a change in the sign of themajor carriers in the
graphenemonolayer, when biasing the graphene from
the back gate through the p-doped Si substrate and
a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer. Therefore, when biasing
the device with a top gate where the buffering layer
is ∼35 nm, a voltage span of 2 V was applied, and
a maximum peak intensity, corresponding to the CNP
of the graphene layer, is expected around �0.5 V bias.
Indeed, that was experimentally observed when the
split-ring arrays were biased, thus acting as top gate,

Figure 4. Normalized reflection from the top (a) and back
(b) sample surfaces from the different split-ring arrays.
The back-reflection from the sample is proportional to the
transmission through the SRR arrays. Different arrays are
identified by the split-ring side length a and present reso-
nancesbetween2.25 and3.1 THz,with a lithographic tuning
of ∼250 GHz, in good agreement with the simulations.
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with respect to the graphene layer, while keeping
VBG = 0. In this nonoptimized device, a maximum
modulation depth of ∼18% was achieved, as shown
in Figure 5 for the a= 22 μmarray reporting at reflected
peak resonance for the three different voltages of 1 V
(n-doping),�0.5 V (Dirac point), and�1V (p-doping). The
whole set of waveforms corresponding to the different
biases has been reported for completeness in the inset,
arranged in waterfall by introducing an offset in fre-
quency for each curve. Because the voltage-induced
change in the carrier density is not uniform over the
entire graphene surface, but is concentrated in the
split-ring area, the modulation is mostly effective at
the resonant frequency and onlymarginally noticeable
elsewhere, thus yielding a clean and well-defined
response. More details of the measured modulation
depths achieved for the different arrays are reported in
Table 1.

Themodulation depthsmeasuredwere reduced for
SRR arrays with a larger a value, having also a larger
capacitive gap, because the voltage-induced change in
the carrier concentration in graphene was less effec-
tive. Moreover, it should bementioned that, due to the
variability in the quality of the graphene sheet below,
which was differently affected by the fabrication pro-
cess, the bias response of the SRRwas not uniform over
thewhole array surface. In fact, by calculating the sheet
conductivities as a function of the back-gate voltages
for the arrays different from the one with a central
frequency at 2.7 THz, Dirac points similar to the one
shown in Figure 2 were found, but characterized by
a lower contrast in the conductivity plot and wider
peak features, attributed to the lower uniformity and
thus responsivity of the graphene material below.
Differently from ref 18, since the SRR elements are
not directly in contact with the graphene monolayer,

the modulation effect is due to the overlap between
the plasmonic optical mode in the split ring and the
graphene. Thus, a theoretical analysis cannot be per-
formed by using a direct analogy with a transmission-
line model based on a simple electrical circuit, and
thus it requires a finite-element model of the whole
graphene/SRR system.

In order to better analyze our experimental data, a
simulation using Comsol Multiphysics investigated the
power reflected from the THz light incident on a single
split-ring resonator, while varying the conductivity
σintra of the graphene layer.

σintra¼ �i e2kBT

πp2(ω � 1=τ)

EF
kBT

þ 2 ln(e�EF=kBT þ 1)

� �

(1)

This was accomplished by using the Kubo formula23

and considering only the intraband absorption, as
presented in eq 1, where ω represents the incident
frequency, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the experi-
mental temperature condition, EF the Fermi energy,
and finally τ the scattering time. The last two values are
the only unknown parameters in the formula, since all
the experimentswere carried out at room temperature,
and from the measurements presented in Figure 2 we
could infer the Fermi energy, by using a similar proce-
dure to the one presented in ref 18.We assumed for the
scattering time a fixed value of 15 fs.24 Figure 6 presents
a comparison between the modulation depth already

Figure 5. Reflected intensity from the split-ring arrays with
a = 22 μm, having a peak frequency at 2.7 THz, at different
top-gate biases. The reflection peak is at maximum for a
negative bias voltage of �0.5 V, consistent with the initial
doping calculated from the CNPpoint presented in Figure 2.
The reflected intensities measured at all the bias voltages
are presented in the inset, in a waterfall arrangement for
clarity.

TABLE 1. Modulation Depths for Different SRR Arraysa

split-ring array

(a, μm)

max modulation depth

(n-doping)

max modulation depth

(p-doping)

20 6% 10%
22 8% 18%
24 8% 8%
26 6% 7%

aMeasured maximum modulation depths for different arrays obtained by biasing
the sample through the top-gate: the modulation depth observed is maximum for
the array a = 22 μm. All these values have an indetermination of 1%.

Figure 6. Maximummodulation depths measured and sim-
ulated from the split-ring arrays with a= 22 μm, yielding the
values of 18% and 30%, respectively.
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reported in Figure 5 and the maximum modulation
depth achievable from the simulations by inserting
eq 1. The two curves are in good agreement, with the
measured profiles red-shifted by only 150 GHz. The
maximum modulation depth simulated is 30% and is
obtained assuming a sheet conductivity σs = 0 at the
CNP. The discrepancy between measured and simu-
lated values is attributed to the finite conductivity
observed at the Dirac point. In fact, from the measure-
ments presented in Figure 2 we could infer the values
of σs at the CNP and with the unbiased sample,
σs = 6.67E�6 S and σs = 5E�5 S, respectively, which
yielded a simulated modulation depth of about 12%, in
good agreement with the experimental values. The
maximummodulationdepth achieved is in good agree-
ment with the values reported in ref 18 but, due to the
top-gate architecture, achieved with a much lower
bias of ∼0.5 V instead of the 10.6 V reported. The bias
voltage required to drive these amplitude modulators
is about 60 times lower when compared to the values
reported in ref 14, where a modulation depth of 64%
was achieved. Moreover, our approach is based on a
bidimensional architecture, independent of the sub-
strate thickness, thus offering the capability to design
a device working at different frequencies. Finally,

the implementation of a back-gate, for changing
the graphene properties globally, combined with a
top-gate, in order to modify the graphene properties
locally, yields a high flexibility in the operation of such
devices and opens the way to a wide range of
applications.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented the realization of
a lithographically tunable optical modulator, based on
split-ring resonator arrays and graphene. The advan-
tage over similar devices is the ultralow bias of less
than 0.5 V. This ultralow bias corresponds to a max-
imum modulation depth, in this nonoptimized device,
of 18%. The modulation depth achieved could be
further improved, i.e., bymultiplemonolayer graphene
depositions and lowering the bias required. The split-
ring resonances have been clearly identified and ob-
served in reflection measurements. Furthermore, our
integrated device, consisting of different arrays, com-
pletely covers the frequency region between 2
and 3 THz. This is the region where QCLs strongly
emit, thus being ready to be implemented with such
sources for external amplitude/phase modulation
experiments.

METHODS

Sample Fabrication. Sample fabrication starts from monolayer
graphene grown by CVD. Graphene growth by CVD was per-
formed on Cu foils (25 μm thick, Alfa Aesar purity 99.999%)
using C6H6 as the precursor. After CVD the graphene was
transferred to Si/SiO2 (300 nm) wafers using a PMMA support
layer (poly(methyl methacrylate) 495 diluted to 2% in anisole)
and FeCl3 to etch the Cu. Further details on this can be found
elsewhere.25,26We patterned the graphene sample into an array
of squares eachwith an area of 1mm2, using optical lithography
and oxygen dry etching. The source (S) and drain (D) metal pads
covering both the individual graphene areas and the SiO2

substrate (as presented in Figure 1a) were defined by optical
lithography, Ti/Au (10/80 nm) evaporation, and lift-off. Then, we
spun hydrogen silsesquioxane FOX-12 resin from Dow Corning
mixed with methyl isobutyl ketone in equal parts on the whole
surface. After thermal curing at 350 �C in a N2 atmosphere, it
yielded a 35 nm oxide buffering layer. On top of the samples we
realized, via e-beam lithography followed by Ti/Au (10/100 nm)
metal deposition and lift off, arrays of split rings with different
dimensions, all having different frequency resonances. The
resulting arrays of split rings that cover a range of resonance
frequencies are all located on the same device, each sitting atop
individual graphene areas. A further lithographic step followed
by HF wet etching is required for the removal of the oxide layer
from the source/drain metal pads for wire bonding. All the split
rings in every single array are connected to one another, with
the connecting lines having a negligible effect on the reflection
properties.3
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